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Abstract--In this paper the problem is addressed of modelling the encounter of two ships in a seaway 
from the dual points of view of collision-avoidance and pursuit-evasion maneuvers. The pronounced 
effect of speed-loss experienced by ships during a (fixed throttle) turn is incorporated into the model. In 
the first part of the paper due attention is given to modelling issues germane to ship performance. During 
a fixed rudder turn the turning radius of a ship remains constant. This, in turn, allows us to employ the 
classical "game of two cars" and "homicidal chauffeur" kinematic models (which have been modified to 
include the bleeding off of speed during the turn). The methods of the theory of differential games are 
then employed to yield a solution to the qualitative (preliminary) problems of establishing the safe zone 
or the capture zone in collision avoidance or pursuit-evasion, respectively. We mainly analyze the simpler 
"homicidal chauffeur" model, but it also becomes evident how specific instances of the more difficult but 
also more realistic variable speed "game of two cars" formulation should be treated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The dynamic system under consideration consists of two ships, P and E,§ maneuvering on an 
unbounded and planar sea surface, and moving at a speed of Vp and VE, respectively. The 
maneuverability of the players P and E is delimited by their (constant) minimum turning radii Rp 
and RE, respectively, and they steer by selecting, at each instant, the value of the curvature of their 
trajectories by choosing an appropriate value of their controls u, v E[ -1,  1], respectively. This 
curvature then determines their actual instantaneous turning radii of Rp/u and Re~v, respectively. 
Here a positive control corresponds to a turn to port and a negative control to one to starboard. 
We consider the reduced state space of the "game of two cars" introduced by Isaacs in [1] where 
one centers the (x, y) coordinate system at P's instantaneous position and aligns the y axis with 
the instantaneous velocity vector of P. 
Thus, the relative motion of ship E with respect to ship P is governed by the equations of 
motion: 
dx V~ 
dt  = - R--pp yu  + V E sin ~b, x (0) = Xo, (1) 
dy Vp 
- -=  - Vp + -g- xu  + VECOS~/, y(O) = yo, 
dt ~p 
(2) 
d~/ VE Vp 
--d-:=-~EV--R--~pu, ~(0)---- ~,0, 0 ~< t; (3) 
here (x, y) denotes the coordinates of P relative to E, and ~ denotes the course angle of E relative 
to P in a rotating frame of coordinates attached to P. The controls u and v are in fact determined 
by the chosen rudder angles of P and 15, respectively. The reduced state space is illustrated in 
?A preliminary and partial version of this work was presented at the 1987AIAA Conference, Monterey, Calif., 17-19 August 
1987. The title of the paper was "The 'homicidal chauffeur' model in naval pursuit-evasion". 
:~Part of this work was done during a visit of the first author to NRIMS/CSIR. 
§P and E stand for pursuer and evader, respectively, in anticipation of our treatment, in the sequel, of a pursuit--evasion 
scenario. 
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Fig. 1. The reduced state space. 
Fig. 1. Termination at time tf i> 0 is brought about by the instance where player E [located at 
x(tr), y(t0] is about to be absorbed into P's target set; this set is a circular disc of radius r centred 
at P's instantaneous position, namely 
x2+y 2 = r 2. (4) 
To enhance the realism of our model, we now assume that both ships bleed off speed while turning 
(under constant hrottle setting), and therefore Vp and VE will be treated as time-dependent 
parameters. We therefore introduce the additional equations of motion: 
dVp 
d--T = --fp(Vp, u), Vp(O) = Vpo (5) 
and 
dVE 
d--T = --f~(VE, V), VE(O) = V~ o. (6) 
We shall elaborate on the functions fp and fE on the right-hand side of equations (5) and (6) in 
Section 2, where we further discuss modelling considerations. 
In the present paper we focus on the analysis of the novel effect of speed loss in a turn modelled 
by equations (5) and (6). Throughout, our emphasis is on the qualitative (preliminary) problems 
of eapturability in pursuit-evasion or on the delineation of the safe zone in collision avoidance. 
In Section 3 we discuss the full "game of two cars" model [equations (1)--(6)], and we indicate how, 
for given specific problem parameters, one should construct the capture zone or the safe zone in 
pursuit--evasion r collision-avoidance operations. In Sections 4 and 5 we confine our attention 
to the simpler "homicidal chauffeur" kinematics, and we construct the safe zone and the capture 
zone in the collision-avoidance and pursuit--evasion problems, respectively; in the latter we also 
determine the critical capture radius (which, in our model, includes the effect of speed loss in a 
turn). Concluding remarks are made in Section 6. 
2. SHIP PERFORMANCE PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Rudder action 
During the turn, the bow of the ship always lies inside the turning curve, so that a drift angle 
fl is formed between the centerline of the vessel and the tangent to the turning curve. The drift angle 
is usually a linear function of the rudder angle and is independent of the vessel's speed. 
A side force F is exerted on the hull proportional to the drift angle fl and proportional to the square 
of the (instantaneous) speed of the ship; F is normal to the ship's velocity vector and points towards 
the center of curvature of the ship's path. 
Thus, 
F oc flV 2. 
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Equating F with the "centrifugal" force m V2/R, where m is the mass of the ship and R is the 
(instantaneous) curvature of the ship's path, we obtain 
mV 2 
- -  oc pV  2. 
R 
Hence, for a fixed rudder setting, the kinematic parameter R is constant and independent of the 
time-varying speed V of the ship. This kinematic observation thus allows us to employ Isaacs' 
simple "game of two cars", model (1)-(3), in a naval engagement. I  should be mentioned here that 
in the coplanar aerial combat aeronautical situation (see, for example [2, 3]), the turning radii of 
aircraft are strongly dependent on the air speed V, so that an attempt at variable speed formulations 
invariably leads to state (V)-dependent control constraints. 
2.2. Speed-loss in a turn 
The speed reduction associated with a given rudder angle (hence, with a given drift angle and 
therefore with a given radius of turn) depends on the type of propulsion machinery. For instance, 
diesels essentially operate at constant orque, whereas turbines operate at constant power, so that 
the loss of speed incurred in a turn is generally larger for diesel-powered ships than for 
turbine-driven ships. A typical example displaying the speed reduction of a Mariner hull form 
(generally used as a reference form), with an approach speed of 15 knots and a rudder angle of 
35 °, is given in Fig. 2. Also presented in the same figure is a comparison for different propulsion 
systems [4]. These speed measurements, when plotted on a semi-logarithmic s ale (Fig. 3), suggest 
the following simplified model for ship deceleration: 
fp(Vp, u) = pplu [(vp(t) - Vp(~)), (7) 
fE (VE,  V) = pE[V [(vE(t) - vE(oo)) ,  (8) 
where pp, PE, Vp(~) and VE(~) are assumed to be known constants that can be computed 
from speed measurements along a turning trajectory. For instance, Fig. 2 gives the asymptotic 
steady turn speed ratio Vp(oo)/Vp(O)=0.58,0.63,0.73 for the constant torque, power and 
propeller revolution arrangements, respectively. Similarly, Fig. 3 also yields the deceleration 
coefficients pp = 0.53, 0.61, 0.87 min -~ for the above three cases. Also, in the sequel we shall use 
the notation 
Vp+--qVp(~) and VE®---gVE(~). 
This model exhibits the common features of ship speed reduction in a turning maneuver, namely, 
the ship deceleration is (i) inversely proportional to the turning radius (or directly proportional to 
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Fig. 2. The speed reduction of a Mariner hull form with an approach speed of 15 knots and a rudder 
angle of 35 ° . 
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Fig. 3. Speed measurements of ship plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale. 
the rudder control) and (ii) directly proportional to the difference between the instantaneous speed 
and the asymptotic value at steady turn. For further information on ship performance modelling 
along these lines, the reader is referred to [4]. Finally, the solution of equations (5) and (6), in 
conjunction with (7) and (8), is immediately obtained as 
v~(~) -Vpo_ vp~VP~=exp(- f /  PPtu ld?); Vd?)--VEo- VEoc,VE~=exp(-fo~Pdvldr) (9) 
where i denotes the elapsed time from the initiation of the turn and VP0, Vp 0 are the approach 
speeds. This speed-loss model is subsequently employed in our paper. 
In Section 4 we consider the construction of the "safe zone" in collision avoidance, and we 
confine our attention to the simple "homicidal chauffeur" kinematics. In this scenario it is always 
beneficial for the player with limited maneuverability (the "chauffeur" P) to lose speed; in other 
words, an acceleration maneuver (brought about by a cessation of the constant hrottle turning 
maneuver and a subsequent constant course dash) cannot possibly be optimal. Hence, the above 
speed-loss modelling assumption is here completely justified. However, in pursuit-evasion, or in 
collision-avoidance, modelled by the "game of two cars" kinematics, a constant course acceleration 
leg at the conclusion of a turning maneuver cannot be excluded apriori. In this case, one should 
consider more elaborate longitudinal models for ship motion; for example, for constant propeller 
revolutions 
and the approach speed 
f(V, u) = -[ap - bpV - V2(cp + dpu2)], 
V(O) = -bp + (b2p + 4apCp) ]/2 
2Cp 
Here the ship's parameters ap, bp, Cp and dp are indicative of the static thrust (at fixed power setting) 
generated by the ship power-plant/propeller combination, the decrease in the thrust generated by 
the propeller that is induced by the ship's advance, the zero drift-angle drag coefficient of the ship's 
hull and the induced drag coefficient of the ship's hull, respectively. 
Similarly, for a turbine-powered ship 
f(V, u)= - (V -  V2(bt+ ctu2)) ' V(O)=(at/bt)'/3' 
and for a diesel-powered ship 
f (V ,u )=-  adbd+ V2 V2(Cd+ed u2) , 
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and the approach speed satisfies the simple cubic equation 
Co V~(O) + boca V(O) - aa = O. 
In all cases, the function f(V, u) is symmetric in u. 
These speed-loss models are not considered further in the present paper. 
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3. THE "GAME OF TWO CARS" MODEL 
It is convenient to introduce dimensionless variables, as follows: 
We then obtain 
(5)-(8): 
x--*x/Rp, y~y/Rv ,  
r~r/Re, t~tV~/Rp 
v~--, v , /v~ o, v r ,  vdv~ o 
the 
Xo"* xo/Rp (and Yo'-* yo/Rp), 
(and tf-* tfV~/Rp), 
(and VP0 = VF, o/VEo, VEo"* I), 
~-- RE/R P. 
following dimensionless expressions for the path equations 
Yc = - Vpyu + VE sin ~b, 
~ = - v~ + Vr, xu + VEcos ~, 
1 
~, = ~ V~v - v,~, 
¢',= - lu  lp , (v ,  - v, . ) ,  
¢.'~=-Ivlp~(v~-v~,,), 
(1)--(3) and 
x(O) = Xo 
y(O) = Y0 
¢~ (0) = ~o 
v~(o) = v~ o 
VE(O) = 1, 0 ~< t ~< tf. (10) 
(x,y, ~#, Vp, VE) must be solved in 
O <~ t <<. tf. 
.L  = - V, .~u.  
~ = v,~u, 
A~, = VEO. ~ sin ~, - 2x cos ~), 
2zF = 2y + u(2~ - ).pc + 2~ + sign(u)2v~op), 
~.vE=-2x sin ~,- 2ycos ~, +v(sign(v)2VEpE--~2,), 
2x(tf) = 2x, r, 
2y( tf) = 2y, f, 
2~(tf) = 2,, e 
2vp(tr) = 2vp,, 
AvE(tO = 2rE, f, 
02)  
and 
The differential systems (10) for the five state variables 
conjunction with the adjoint differential system for the testate variables (2x, 2y, 2,, 2vp, 2rE) derived 
from the Hamiltonian 
0 = min max [2x( - Vpyu + VE sin ~k) + 2y( -- Vp + V~xu + VE cos ~# ) 
I t  t '  L 
+ 2~(~ VEv-  Vpu) -2v~, ,u . (V , -  V,~)--2vEPE'v'(VE-- VE®)]. 
Thus, the controls u and v are determined by 
2yVp--VE(2~ sin ~// +2yCOSO)=m2n{uVp[x2y--Y2x-2, -s ign(u)2vppp(1--VP~l~ 
• v ,  }jj 
{[ +max vVE ~A,--sign(v)Au, pE 1 VE/JJ 
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~ Xy = COS 
B , \ p ~ \  X~ = sin 
),Vp 
Fig. 4. The normal to the barrier surface in the subspace (x, y, VQ. 
Here (2~, ;ty, 2,, 2vp, AvE) is the normal vector to the barrier surface pointing away from this target 
set, as is illustrated in Fig. 4. Furthermore, we make the following. 
Ansatz. There does not exist a point of differentiability (x, y, ~, Vp, VE) on the barrier surface 
such that 2~ = 2y = 0. 
Hence, we parametrize the components 2~ and ~.y of the normal vector to the barrier surface as 
follows: 
2~ = sin ~p 
Ay ---- COS q). 
Then, the first two equations in the adjoint system (12) are replaced by the simpler 
~o = - V,u, ~p(tf) = ~P,r" (13) 
Furthermore, 
~, = VE sin(~, - ¢), 2,(tf) = A*,r (14) 
~tvp = cos ¢p + u(y sin ¢p - x cos ~p + 2~ + sign(u)).vpp~), 2vp(tr) = 2vp,/ 
AvE = -cos(~b - ~p) + v sign(v)2vEpE -- ~)., , 2vE(tr) = 2vE, f. 
Note that if  we adopt a more general speed-loss model [see for example equations (5) and (6)] 
whereby we replace the fight-hand side of the two equations in the dynamical system (10) by 
fp(Vp, u) and fE(VE, v), respectively, then the terms in the square brackets in equation (11) change 
to 
uVp(x cos ~p -y  sin ~p - ).~) - ).vrfp(Vp, u) 
and 
vVE ~ ~ - ~A(VE, v), 
respectively. In addition, equation (15) then becomes 
~A ( Vp, u ) , 
~.vp = cos ~ + u(S sin ~ - x cos ¢p + 1~) -~ ~ zvp, 
2v,(tf) = ~.v~,f, 
1 OA(VE, LE=-cos(qJ-e)-v~,~ ~ vl~v E, ~E(tf)=~,; (16) 
The control parameters u and v are generally time-dependent and, of course, depend on the 
chosen particular model of speed-loss, that is, on the functions fp and fE [on the right-hand side 
of equations (5) and (6)]. However, as is shown in the sequel, there exists a large class of realistic 
speed-loss models for which the controls do not depend explicitly on time. They may still change 
abruptly in a bang-bang manner along an optimal path, namely u = + I, u = - I  or u = 0 and 
v = + I, v = - I or v = 0 on certain time intervals, but they remain constant on these time intervals 
and, in particular, they remain constant along the final leg of the otpimal path. Fortunately, under 
these circumstances, it so happens that the path differential equation (10), as well as the adjoint 
differential equations (13), (14) and 05) [or (16)], has an analytic solution. 
Indeed, the following variations of parameters (or rather, variations of constants) formula 
applies. 
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Lemma 1 
The free motion of the non-autonomous linear dynamical system 
g=~t( t )Ax ,  x (O)=xo,  O<~t, 
where ~t(t), 0 ~< t, is a known scalar function and A is an n x n real and constant matrix, is 
x(  t ) = exp[Ak (t )]Xo, 
P roo f  We directly verify that 
where 
I 
t 
k( t )  ~- ~(a)  da. 
do 
83 
Yc = A~t exp[Ak(t)]Xo = A~t( t )x ( t )  = at(t)Ax, and x(O) = xo. [] 
Hence, before we present he analytical solution, we must define the functions 
fo Kp(t)~- - Vp(~) da, KE(t)~ -- VE(a) d~. (17) 
Then, the state variables x, y and ~ are explicitly given by 
x( t )  ~ A 1 sin[uKp(t) + th] + - - - cos 0, 
u ~ 
y( t )  = A, cos[uKp(t) + ql] + -~ sin 0, 
~k(t) = u[Kp(t) - Kp(tr)] - ~ [KE(t) -- KE(tr)] + 0 (tr), (18) 
where A, and q, are constants of integration that depend on the "initial" conditions. 
If, however, v = 0, then VE = 1, and the equations of motion are 
Yc = - Vpyu + sin{u[Kp(t)  - Kp(tr)] + ~b (tr)}, x(0) = x0, 
y = -- Vp + Vpxu + cos{u[Kp(t)  - gp(/f)] "l" ~k(tr)}, y(O) = Yo. 
This explicit solution, which leads to the point on the BUP where 2(tr) is the bearing of E from 
P, is then 
1 1 
x( t )  = (r + t - tr)sin{u[Kp(t) - Kp(tr)] + ~k(tf)} -I. . . .  cos{u[Kp(t)  - Kp(tr)]}, 
u u 
y( t )  = (r + t -- tOcos{u[Kp(t) - Kp(/r)] + ~k (tr)} + 1 sin{u[Kp(t)  - Kp(tr)]}. (19) 
u 
Similarly, the costate variables ¢ and 2, are explicitly given by 
q~(t) = u[gp(t )  - Kp(tr)] + q~tr, 
2~,(t)=--~cos O(t r ) -~o,  r -  [KE(t)--KE(tO] +-~cos[~k(tr)-~p,rl+2,,r; (20) 
v ~ v 
if, however, v = 0, then 
2¢(t) = [KE(t) -- KE(tr)]sin[cp,~- ¢(tO] + 2~,. 
Finally, we observe that in the costate equations (16), x( t ) ,  y ( t ) ,  ¢ ( t ) ,  2~(t) [and Vp(t), VE(t)] 
are known functions of time given by (18) and (20), and therefore these equations are in fact 
first-order scalar linear equations that can be explicitly integrated using Cauchy's formula. 
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We next consider the usable part of P's (four-dimensional) target set boundary 
{(xf, yr, ~kr, Vp r, VEr)lx2+y2=r 2,0 ~< ~Or< 2n, 1 >1 VEf> VE~c, Vp0 ~ Vpf> Vp~}, 
and we parametrize this surface as follows: 
X r = r sin ~r, Yr = r cos gr ,  0 ~< ~Of < 2re, 1 ~ VEf > VE~ , Vp0 i> Vpf > Vp. (21) 
Thus, gr is the bearing of E from P at E's point of contact with P's target set. Hence, the terminal 
values of the adjoint variables are 
¢Ptr = ~f' 2¢,,f = 2vp(Ir) = 2vE(tr) = 0. (22) 
Furthermore, we choose ~r that correspond to the boundary of the usable part (BUP) of the 
target surface and that are determined by the equations 
min max (~ sin ~r + P cos ~r) = 0, 
u t'  
max max (~ sin ar + P cos at) = 0, (23) 
u t' 
for pursuit-evasion and collision-avoidance, respectively. Hence, if in equation (23) we substitute 
the first two of the set of equations (10), we obtain: 
{ Vvf - VEt COS [~O (/0]} COS ar = VE, sin [q~ (tr)] sin at, 
that is 
VPf - -  - -  COS ~f  
sin~r= +[ (Vp  Y VE, ] Vp 1/2 
I k, VE,/ + 1 - 2 ~ cos ~r 
here ¢'r stands for ~ (tr). 
sin ~O r 
cos ~r = [(_V_~y - 2(ff£t'~ cos  ~Orl I/: (24) 
Lkv J + 1 
We now employ the retrogressive "time" or time-to-go (to the BUP) 
~ t r -  t, 
and we insert the "initial" (or rather, the terminal) conditions (21) and (22) into (18) and (20), 
thereby obtaining (for v ~ 0) 
x(x) = r sin[uKp(x) + at] + 1 [1 - cos(uKp(x))] - -~ {cos(~O (x)) - cos[uKp(x) + ~f]}, 
U /) 
y(~) = r cos[uKv(r) + ~d + 1 sin(uKp(x)) + -~ {sin(~O (x)) - sin[uKp(T) + ~0d},t 
U 13 
I) 
~k(¢) = uKp(~) - ~ KE('C) + ~Or, ~0(~) = uKp(¢) + gf, 
exp  j0 
' Of E ' " da)  ( t f -  o') dq] .  
1"Note that the term in {braces} can be written in the suggestive form {sin(~(~))- sin[~(x)+ v/~KE(z)]}. 
(25) 
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Here 
f tf Kp(z) __4 Vp(tr) dtr [= Kp(t) - Kp(tf)], 
dt f -  
KE(z)----- VE(e ) da [=KE(t ) -- KE(tf)] 
f--Z" 
and tr is determined by Vp r on the terminal surface as follows: 
f vPr d Vp 
tf= Jv,0 A(v~, u)" 
Finally, for v = 0 we must instead use equation (19); also, for v = 0, 
2~,(t) = [KE(t) -- KE(tf)]sin(~r- Sf). 
The u and v switching functions are 
s,(u; x, y, Vp, ~p, 2,, 2vp) ~- u Vp(x cos ~o - y sin ¢p - 2,) - 2v~fe(V~, u) 
and 
1 
sdv; V~, ~,  ,~vE) ~--vVE ~ ,~, -- "~v~A(VE, V), 
respectively. The extremal controls u and v are then found by maximizing or minimizing (depending 
on the game version) along system trajectories the above switching functions. It so happens that 
both switching functions p and sE vanish on the BUP; indeed, 
se(u; r sin ~o, r cos ~o, Vp, ~o, 0, 0) = sE(v; VE, 0, 0) = 0 for all ¢p. 
In this case one must employ Kelley's condition, which states that the terminal extremal controls 
can be found by time differentiation of the (switching) functions evaluated on the BUP; note, 
however, that one does not differentiate the control variables u and v in sp and in SE. Hence, we 
here consider 
d 
-~ sp(u; x, y, Vp, ¢p, ~¢, 2vp) Isup 
= uVp[~ cos ~o -~ sin ~o - (x sin ¢p +y cos ¢p)~b - A~][BuP - ,~vp[Bupfp(Vp, u) 
= uVp[Vp sin ~p - rVpu + VE sin(~ - ¢p) + rVpu - VE sin(~, - ¢P)][BuP - cos ¢p [au~fp(Vpe u)
= u V~f sin ~r -  cos ~ffp( Vp~ u); 
d 
= vV~f~ sin(~,f- ~f) + cos(~,f- ~f)f~(V~f, v) 
2 1 ~-~fCOS=ffs(VEe v).= v VEf ~ sin(~f- =f) + Vp (26) 
We have employed the path equations (10), (5) and (6), the costate quations (13), (14), (16) and 
the "initial" conditions (22); finally, ~f in (26) is given by (24). Equation (26) allows us to determine 
the (terminal) controls u and v on the BUP. At this point in our analysis it becomes evident how 
the bleeding-off of speed phenomenon that is associated with a turning maneuver complicates the 
solution. Indeed, in the special case of the classical "game of two cars" (with constant speeds) 
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u(0r)l~op = f -1 + 1 
and 
fP =fr = 0, and in addition [in view of (24)], 0 <~ ~r~< n - cos -~ l/Vp0 , that is, sin ~f~> 0. Hence, 
(26) then immediately ields the extremal controls on the right-hand side BUP: 
in the pursuit-evasion differential games for all relative bearings Of of E 
from P at the instant of termination 
In the collision-avoidance optimal control problem for all relative 
bearings 0f of E from P at the instant of termination 
1 for 0rs.t. s in0fcot~f<cos0f  
v(~bf)lsvp= -1  for 0fs.t. s in0 fcot~f>cos0f  
0 for 0f=cos-l(1/VP0). 
If, however, fp # 0, then for relative terminal bearings 0f of E from P where cos ~r < 0, the 
maximization or minimization in u of the first expression in (26) is more complicated; similar 
considerations apply to the second expression in (26) in the case where f~ ~ 0. 
Next, the u and v controls away from the BUP are determined by equations (11). It is here 
important o realize that the speed-loss model given by equations (7) and (8) indeed yields 
piecewise-constant ex remal controls, which in turn afforded us, in (25), the possibility to integrate 
in dosed form, the path and costate differential equations. Note that these extremal control values 
directly enter the (integrated) path and costate quations (25). 
We are ultimately interested in the projection of the collision zone or the capture zone onto the 
plane (x,y, O, lip, VE)[ lip = VP0, V E = 1). It can best be presented by a series of i~ cross sections, 
where (in view of the symmetry inherent in the problem) 0 ~ i~ ~ n; this is akin to the situation 
in the classical "game of two cars" with fixed speeds. The actual construction of the (barrier) surface 
delimiting the above-mentioned collision or capture zones proceeds as follows. The BUP is a 
two-dimensional manifold parametrized by 0 ~< Of < 2n and Vp/V~f > 0 and which is explicitly given 
by (24). Now, for •/> 0 fixed and for a chosen point on the BUP (which is determined by Or and 
by the ratio Vpf/VEr), equations (25) specify x(~),y(¢), 0(T). In the i~ cross section, the following 
three relations must hold: 
0(~)=~, 
v~(~) = Vp o, 
VE(Z) = 1. (27) 
Equations (27) constitute a system of three equations in the four parameters ~, tf, Of, Vp~/Vh, and 
therefore one can obtain ~ = z(0r), tf = t~0f), (VpJVEt)(0f). Returning to (25), we thus realize that 
x and y in our ~ cross section (which corresponds to Vp --- Vp0 and VE( = 1) are implicitly dependent 
on the single parameter 0 ~< Of < 27L Again, this is then completely analogous to the parametri- 
zation of the barrier surface in the classical "game of two cars". These points and also further 
considerations are vividly illustrated in [5] and [6], where the complete barrier surface is constructed 
in the "game of two cars". 
The actual construction of the barrier surface in differential games with speed loss in a turn 
is strongly dependent on the actual numerical values of the problem parameters Vp0, r, ~ (as in 
the classical "game of two cars") and on the additional speed-loss parameters, for example, 
pp, Vp®, PE, VE~. In the sequel we shall confine our attention to the special case of the simple 
"homicidal chauffeur" kinematic model. 
4. THE HOMICIDAL CHAUFFEUR MODEL FOR COLLISION-AVOIDANCE 
We here consider a collision-avoidance scenario where the E-player is highly maneuverable, that 
is E is a "pedestrian" ~ la Isaacs. Thus, we assume that E can "turn on a dime", that is RE ffi 0 
(and consequently ~ffi 0); E's control is then his instantaneous (relative) heading 0. We also assume 
(for the sake of consistency of our model) that the high lateral maneuverability of the E-player 
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is then matched by his performance along the longitudinal axis, and his speed then remains constant 
throughout the engagement. Thus, VE = 1 for all 0 ~< t ~< tr (see also, at the end of this section, the 
limiting procedure for the derivation of the solution in the "homicidal chauffeur" model from 
the general solution of the "game of two cars"). 
In the special case, the equations of motion and the corresponding costate quations (10), (13) 
and (16) become 
.£ = -- Vpyu + sin ~, 
) = - Vp + Vpxu + cos ¢, 
l.;'p = - fp (Vp ,  u), 
(o = - Vpu ,  
x = x(0) = x0, 
y (0) = Y0, 
Vp(0) = v~ 0, 
~P (tO = ¢Pf, 
C3fp(Vp, u) 2vp(tf) -- O. (28) Avp = cos ~o + u(y sin ~0 - x cos ~o) + 2vp dVp ' 
Thus, the state space is {(x, y, Vp)[X 2 +y2> r 2, Vp~o < Vp ~< Vp0 } ~ R 3, and it is symmetrical with 
respect o the plane x = 0; obviously, we are interested in the projection of the state space onto 
the plane Vp = Vp0.t 
The problem parameters are VP0 > 0, r > 0 and the additional constants that specify the 
speed-loss function fv  For example [see equation (7) above], if 
fp(Vp, u) --- p~lu[(Vp- Vp~), 
then the constants in question are the numbers pp > 0 and Vp. Note that if the parameter Vp_ ~< 1, 
then the collision-avoidance problem is trivial because the safe zone is {(x, y ) [x2+ y2> r2]; if, 
however, VPo > 1, then there is always a non-empty state space region {(x, y, Vp) [ Vp = Vpo } where 
a collision is unavoidable. Hence, in the sequel we shall assume that VPo > 1, and we shall outline 
the attendant collision zone. Strictly speaking, collision-avoidance is an (optimal) control problem. 
The BUP is given by 
cp(Vp) = cos -t 1/Vp, Vp0 I> Vp > max(l, Vp~). 
Hence, the right-hand side BUP curve is parametrized by Vp0 >I Vp > max(l, Vp®) as follows: 
(V~-  1) I/2 r 
x = r Vp ' y = V-~p' (29) 
and in addition, 
¢~ vp) = cos-t  ! .  (30) 
Vp 
Furthermore, the extremal P-control (which leads to the right-hand side BUP) is constant 
throughout the (collision-avoidance) ngagement, and it is 
u = - 1. (31) 
Moreover, the following is evident (from kinematic onsiderations) in the "homicidal chauffeur" 
kinematic model for collision-avoidance. The faster player's (namely P's) extremal collision- 
avoidance strategy (which leads to the right-hand side BUP) is always a turn to port [that is, it 
is always given by (31)], irrespective of the specific speed-loss model f i(Vp, u). This follows from 
the first equation in (26), bearing in mind that (11) yields the extremal E-control 
~k --- arg max (¢ - ~), 
that is 
¢ = ~. (32) 
tin addition, the extremal fecxtback strategies are also symmetrical with respect o the x-coordinate, namely u(x,y)= 
u( -x ,y ) ,  v (x ,y ) fv ( -x ,y ) .  
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Furthermore, inserting (31) into the fourth equation of the differential system (28) [and integrating 
--alternatively, see equation (25)--yields--also recall the definition (17) of Kp(t)] 
q,(t) = -Kp( t )  + Kp(tr) + q'r, 0 ~ t .< tr. (33) 
Hence, if we insert (33) into (32) we explicitly obtain the extremal E-control 
~(t) = -Kp(t) + Kp(tr) + ~Pr, 0 ~< t ~< tf, (34) 
where ~pf is given by (30). 
Hence, in view of (31) and (34), the path (28) becomes 
Y¢ = Vpy + sin[-Kp(t) + Kp(tr) + ~Pr], 
f, = - Vp - Vpx + cos[- Kp(/) + Kp(/r) + cpf], 
12p = - fp (Vp ,  - I), (35) 
where 0 ~< t ~< tr and in view of (29), the "initial conditions" (on the BUP) are 
X(/f) = r (V~f- 1) t/2 
Vpf ' 
r 
y ( tf) = -~-, 
Pf 
vp( tf) = v~f. (36) 
Before we embark on the construction of the boundary of the collision zone (this is the barrier 
surface in the parlance of the theory of differential games)--which boundary (that is, surface) is 
obtained by integrating the differential system (35) in a retrograde direction (backwards in time) 
from the BUP line (36)--we must further investigate the BUP "initial condition". Specifically, 
we refer to the verification on the complete BUP of the "second-order" condition derived in [7], 
which  is: 
<nr x l , f>l .up >~ 0, (37) 
where nr is the normal vector to the target cylinder {(x, y, vP) l x2 + y2 = r2}; on the BUP, the vector 
I is the tangent to the BUP line (29) andfis the right-hand side of the path differential (35) evaluated 
on the BUP. Now, (29) yields 
nx(Vp) l 'uP=( V~--VP 1)'/~ l'vp' 0) 
and 
r 
l(Vp)]Bu P = ,V2p(V~ . I)'/2' 
Therefore on the BUP, the vector 
' (  (n, x l ) (V0  = -~ - 1, (vg  - 1)'/', 
Furthermore, (35) and (30) yield 
r) 
V~'  I . 
r) 
(V2 _ 1)t/~ . (38) 
fIsuP = r 4 (V~ - I) I/2 1 vp vp - r(V~ - l)'/' + ~ -A(Vp,  - l). (39) 
Hence, inserting equations (38) and (39) into (37), we finally verify that the second-order condition 
(37) is satisfied, namely 
r 
Vp(V2 - 1)'/2 + rV2 + (V~ - 1) '/;fP(VP' - l) > 0 
for all Vpo >t Vx, t> max(l, Vx,~). 
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We are now ready to integrate the path equations (35) and (36). We then obtain: 
x(T) = (r - Qs in[ -  Kp(Q + cpf(Vpf)] - 1 + cos(Kp(z)), 
y (~) = (r - z )cos[ - Kp(z) + cpf( Vpf)] + sin(Kp(z)), (40) 
where the function cpf(Vpr) is specified by (30) and the parameter V~0~> Vrf~> max(l, V~0). 
It is remarkable that one can alternatively rederive the "homicidal chauffeur" equations (40) by 
setting u = - 1 in equation (25) of the "game of two cars" and by technically calculating according 
to L'H6pital's rule the limit of the two terms in {braces} in equation (25) as (v/¢)~O. 
Thus, in the first equation in (25) 
lim {cos(~k(z)) - cos[uKp(z) + $r]} = lim cos ugp(q~) + I / / f -  ~ KE(%" ) -- cos[ugp('C) .-~ ~/f] 
sin[uKp(z) + $d(--Kr(z)) 
= = T sin[uKp(,) + Sf]; 
1 
here we recall that VE = 1 and therefore KE(Z)= z. 
Similarly, in the second equation in (25) 
lim sin($(z)) - sin[uKp(z) + ~/r] 
= -~  cos[ugh(,) +ed. 
Finally, wc recall that in the "homicidal chauffeur" game Sr = gf. Hence, the above expressions 
become ~ sin[uKp(z) + ~td and -~ cos[uKp(T) + ~d, respectively. 
For the simple speed-loss model (7) the integration of the ship dynamics equation (5) is 
particularly straightforward, namely 
Vp(t) = Vp +(Vpc- Vp~)exp[pp(tf--t)], 0 <~ t <~ if; (41) 
hence, for pp > O, 
t~ Vpf) = l ln ( Vpo - VP* ~ Vpf- Vp® ) '  where Vpo I> Vpf I> max(l, Vp=). (42) 
Inserting equation (42) into (41), we thus obtain 
Vp(t) = Vp~ + (VPo - Vp~)exp(- plt), (43) 
and therefore Kp(t) is explicitly given by 
Vp t +1 (VPo _ Vp,)exp(-ppt). (44) Kp(t) 
Thus, if we now insert equations (44) into (40) where we also set there z = tr, where tr is given by 
(42), we obtain a curve in parametric form, where the parameter VP0 >i Vpf I> max(l, Vp®), and which 
lies in the plane of interest Vp = Ve0. This is the boundary of the collision zone, and it is explicitly 
given by 
( Vpf-Vp 1 VPf-VPo~\ l] x(P,~r, Vpo, p,,Vp=)= r+Zln ~sinV--(V,,-P,=+Vpln V,•) +cos - 1 
PP Vpo - VP J LaP\ Vpo - 
--1 + COS[~-~p (V r- Vp®+ Vp In PPf--VP®'~]; 
V o- l 
y(Vp~,r, Vpo, pp, Vp~)=( +llnVPf-Vp®'~ ]-1 ( r _ . cos . - -  Vpf- Vp~ + Vp® 
pp v~ o-vP~} LP~ 
- sin[l Vp + V,, In V' -  
L PP \ vp o- vp J J 
Fpf- -  ~]+COS- I In ° -  
VPo~> Vpf~> max(l, Vp®). 
C.A.M.W.A, 18/I-~----G 
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Fig. 5. The barrier surface and the collision zone for the collision-avoidance (variable-speed) "homicidal 
chauffeur" kinematic model. 
The barrier surface and the collision zone are illustrated in Fig. 5. In general, the curve that delimits 
the collision zone is concave. Superimposed on the drawings in Fig. 5 is the ensuing augmented 
collision zone if P chooses to stand-on (u = 0); this scenario has bccn thoroughly investigated 
in [8] in the case where E's minimal turning radius is limited, namely the parameter ~ > 0. 
Finally, it is also interesting to compare the results in Fig. 5 to the intermexliate case where there 
is no speed-loss incurred during the turn. We must then return to equation (40), and we must 
substitute therein the expression 
Kp(~) = V~T. 
We then obtain the barrier line in parametric form, where the parameter z >i 0: 
x(z;r, Vpo)= ( r -  Qsin(cos-'-~v 0 -  Vp0~)- 1 + cos(Vp0 Q
Y(z;r' Vpo)=(r -z )c°s(  c°s-I 1 ) Vp--~ - VP°z + sin(Vv0 z), 0 ~< z and x(T; r, Vvo) >i 0. 
5. CAPTURABILITY IN THE "HOMICIDAL CHAUFFEUR"  
MODEL FOR PURSUIT-EVASION 
In the pursuit-evasion case, the path equations and the costate quations are identical to their 
collision-avoidance ounterpart in Section 4 and are reproduced here for easy reference: 
~A ( VF , u) 
avp ' 
-- - Vpyu + sin tp, 
y, = - Vp + V~u + cos tp, 
f:p = - fp( Vp, u ), 
(o = - Vpu,  
~vp ffi cos ~o + u0' sin ~o - x cos ¢) + Avp 
x(tf) = r (V~-  1) 
Vpf 
r 
y ( t~) = v,--/ 
v~( tr) = v~ 
1 
~o (t~) = cos-' Vp~' 
~.v,(tf) = 0, 
and 
(45) 
Vp0 >I Vpf >I max(l, Vp®). 
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Here, the extremal P-control is [see equation (11)]: 
u = arg min [Vpu(x cos cO -y  sin cO) - 2vpfp(Vp, u)]. 
- I~u~l 
Furthermore, on the all-important BUP, the extremal P-control u is "initially" determined by the 
expression [see equation (26)] 
uV~f(V2f- 1) '/2 -fp(Vpe u); 
specifically, if we employ the simple model of longitudinal ship dynamics given by equation (7), 
then the above expression becomes 
uV2f(V2f-  I) I/2 - - [u  lpp(Vpf-  Vpao). 
Hence, we conclude that 
f I72 [De2 1~1/2 vpfl, vpf ~ a ] 
u(Vvr)[suP = +1 i fpp< Vpf--Vp ' 
I72/172 1~1/2 
vpf k vpf -- * } 
0 i fpv> Vv"f-Vv'" ' 
VP0/> Vpr/> max(l, Vp~). 
From our ship data in Fig. 3, it turns out that the parameter 0.1 < pv < 0.5, and therefore 
2 2 
pp < rain Vpf(VPf- 1)'/2 
VPO~ Vpf;~ max(l, Vpoo) Vpo -- Vp~ 
Hence, for reasonable ship data 
u(Vp)lsup= 1 for all Vp0~> Vpf>max(1, Vp~); (46) 
this is obviously the situation in the special case of the classical "homicidal chauffeur" pursuit- 
evasion differential game where the speed of the pursuer is constant, namely pv = 0. 
Furthermore, it is convenient o introduce the following notation: 
s(x, CO)~-x cos CO -y  sin cO. 
Then, 
d 
~s(x ,  cO) = .~ cos cO -~ sin cO - (x sin cO +y cos cO)d 
= ( -  Vvyu + sin cO)cos cO - ( -  Vv + Vpxu + cos cO)sin cO + (x sin cO +y cos cO)V# 
= Vp sin co. 
Hence, we have derived the additional differential equation (for s) 
= Vv sin CO, $( t f )  = 0, (47) 
and then the u-switching function can be expressed as follows: 
Sp .."= Vpsu -- ~,vpfp(Vp, u). (48) 
Also note that in view of the differential equation for ~,vp in equations (45), 
;.vp(tr) < 0 
and in view of (47), also 
s(tr) < O. 
Hence, for speed-loss functionsfp symmetric in u, equation (48) always yields the extremal P-control 
u( tO >>- O. 
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In fact, iffp is given by equation (7), then the switching function is 
sp = v : .  - ,~,. ,pp(v,  - v,,oo)lu I, 
and therefore the extremal P-control 
+1 if s < 2vppp 1 -  lip,]' 
0 i fs>Avppp 1 Vp]" 
(49) 
(50) 
1 
(v, , , )  = ~,~ = cos - '  v,,~' 
~vp =" COS (p -- S "1" ~'vpPP, ~'vp(/r) = O. 
where s satisfies the differential equation (47). Indeed, 
r 
y(tf) = - - ,  
Vpf 
Vp( tO = Vp,, 
v~f 
Vp(0) = vp o, 
and therefore 
i =-0  sin ~0, s(tO=O, 
1 
s = cos ~p Vp" (54) 
Hence, if we insert (54) into the ivp differential equation from above, we obtain the linear 
differential equation 
1 
~.vp = PP';tvp + -V--~pf, ~.vp(/f) ---- 0. (55)  
As was done in Section 4 above, the path and costate equation (53) and (55) can be explicitly 
integrated as follows: 
X(~; Vpf) = (r - -  ~)sin[Kp(~) + ~pgVpr) ] + 1 - cos(Kp(~)), 
y(~; Vpr) = (r - ~)cos[Kp(~) + ~pf(Vpf)] + sin(Kp(~)), 
~0(T; V,f) = Kp(¢) + ~0f(Vpf), (56) 
(53) 
~= -Vpy  + sin ~p, 
y~ = - Vp + Vpx + cos ~0, 
~p = - pp(v~ - v~) ,  
~ --- - vp, 
Hence, in view of (46) and (50), for reasonable ship parameters, the final P-maneuver always 
encompasses a hard turn to starboard, namely 
u = + 1, (51) 
as is also the case in the classical constant-speed "homicidal chauffeur" pursuit-evasion differential 
game. The P-control (51) applies as long as 
( S < ~'VpPP 1 - -  Vp / "  (52) 
If the condition (52) prevails throughout he engagement, hen the P-control is given by (51). 
We also remark here that the additional case (or rather, the sub-problem) where initially u = 0 (and 
E has limited maneuverability (~ # 0) has been investigated in [8]. 
Hence, we now insert in the path equations and the costate equations (45) u = 1, and we 
obtain: 
(V~,~- 1) j/2 
x( tO = r 
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where Kp(z; Vpf) is given by (44) above, namely 
Kp(Z) = Vp~oZ + (Vpf- Vp®)(exp(ppT)-- 1), ).v,(Z; Vpf) = p--~p (exp( - ppz) - 1). 
Vp(z) is given by (43), that is 
v~(,; v 0 = v~+(vp, -  v~,)exp(p~O. 
Furthermore, we can insert the above solutions of 2v~, Vp and equation (54) into (52), thereby 
obtaining the (readily verifiable) condition for u - +1 [and for the applicability of (56)]: 
1 -- exp(pvz) 
Vp(OCOS(¢,(O) .< 1 + , , I> 0. (57) 
Vpf 
Equation (57) obviously holds (for all r ~> 0) for pp-= 0, and it also holds for 0 < pp <~ 1. 
Indeed, in the case where equation (57) holds for all ~ I> 0, that is where there is no switch to 
u = 0, the Vp0 cross section of the barrier surface is calculated in parametric form as follows: 
I 1 {VPo- Vp\-I x ( Vv~, r  Vv o, PP , Vv~) = r - - -  In |  ~-7---- ~-7-- } lsin[ kp ( Vp ~ Vvo, gPw) /PP "Jt- qgj( VP r) ] 
pp \ v pf-- • Pco/..J 
+ 1--cos[kp(Vv:, Vvo, Vv=)/pp], 
vp~)=[r l . {V~ o -  v~ - p--~p |n~ vpf_ Ve~ ) ]c°s[kp( Vp~ VPo, VP®)/Pp + rpf( V,f)] y(Vp; r, VPo, PP, 
I._ 
+ sin[kp(Vvf; Vpo, Vv®)/pp], (58) 
where 
VpQ- VP~= Vp®ln( V:ot- VP='~ 
kp(Vpfi VPo , Vp®)--ppKp( 1 In Vpf-- Vp®} Vp~) ")t" Vp0- Vpf (59) 
and ~pf(Vpr ) is given by equation (30). The parameter Vp o >i Vpf~> max(l, Vv®) and, in addition, 
we insist on Vp~ such that X(Vpf; r, Vvo, pp, Vp®)>>.O. Hence, we initially choose Vvf= VVo [thereby 
obtaining the point on the target circle [r (V2o- 1)~/2/Vvo, r/Vvo], and we subsequently decrease Vpf 
until Vpf = f'pf. Here, Fvr satisfies 
X(~l~pf; r, Vp0 , pp, Vpoo)=0. (60) 
Hence, the actual parameter range is VPo >/Vp r1> I;'pf. This follows from the fact that the function 
x(Vpf; r, Vp0, pp, Vp~) is monotonically increasing in Vpr and 
x(VP0; r, VP0, pp, Vp®)=r(Vgo - 1)l:2/Vpo >O. 
In this case, the Vp0 cross section of the barrier surface is closed. Furthermore, the Vp cross 
section of the barrier surface, for all Vp0 > Vv > max(l, Vp~), is then also closed in view of the 
following. Therefore the complete barrier surface is closed if the Vpo cross section of the barrier 
surface is closed. The region of capturability of E by P then consists of the (x, y) region enclosed 
by the Vpo cross section of the barrier surface; E's evasion is thus guaranteed for initial states (x0, Y0) 
outside this region, provided that E plays optimally. 
Claim 1 
If the Vpo cross section of the barrier surface is closed, then all Vp cross sections of the barrier 
surface are closed for Vp0 >~ Vp f> max(l, Vp~). 
Proof It is given that 
x(ITpf; r, Vp0 , pp, Vp®) =0. 
Since the function x(Vpr ) is monotonically increasing in We we conclude that for Ppf < Fpr, 
x(Pp~ r, vPo, pp, vp~)<x(~'p,; r, vpo, p~, Vp~)=0. 
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Hence, x(Pp~ r, VPo, pv, Vp~)<0 implies that the trajectory x(z; Ppf) pierces the plane x = 0 at 
some 0 < f. 
However, in our problem, x = 0 is a plane of symmetry of P's region of capturability. This then 
implies that the Vp(f; Ppf) cross section is closed; also note that this cross section is determined 
by the "downstream" parameter values Vp(L Pp)/> Vpf 1> PPr" Finally, since the function Vp(,; Vpf) 
is monotonically increasing in ,, we conclude that all Vp cross sections of the barrier surface are 
closed. The geometric situation is illustrated in Fig. 6. [] 
Now, equation (60) need not always have a solution Vp 0 I> Fp~ i> max(l, Vp~o). In this case the 
Vp0 cross section of the barrier surface is open, and it is determined by the full parameter 
range Vp 0 I> Vpf~> max(l, Vpf). Furthermore, all the Vp cross sections of the barrier surface, 
for VP0 > Vp/> max(l, Vp®), are then open. Similar to the proof of Claim 1, this observation hinges 
on the fact that x = 0 is a plane of symmetry of the region of capturability, and right-hand side 
barrier surface parts to the left of the plane of symmetry are irrelevant. Hence, in this case the 
(complete) right-hand side barrier surface does not meet the x = 0 plane of symmetry, and the 
barrier is open. Thus, we have global capturability of E by P, provided that P plays optimally 
(u = 1). 
Hence, the Vp0 cross section of the barrier surface is critical, and this (see also Claim 1) is 
summarized in the following. 
Claim 2 
The Vp0 cross section of the barrier surface is open if and only if the complete barrier surface 
does not meet the plane x = 0 and it is therefore open. [] 
The openness of the Vp 0 cross section of the barrier surface thus determines whether we do or 
do not have global capturability. The Vp 0 cross section of the barrier surface is open when the radius 
r of the target set is sufficiently large. 
We next turn to the determination of the critical target radius re, which is the minimal radius 
such that we have global capturability; in other words, in view of Claim 2, we must focus on the 
Vp0 cross section of the b/~rrier surface, and we must determine the minimal target radius rc such 
that the Vp0 cross section of the barrier surface is closed. Obviously, equation (60) yields 
x(iTp ; re, Vp 0, pp, (61) 
In addition, similar to the calculation of r~ in the classical "homicidal chauffeur" differential game, 
we require the right-hand side VP0 cross section to be tangent o the line x = 0 (in the plane 
Vp = Vpo). This, in turn, is tantamount to having the normal to the barrier line (in the plane 
Vp ffi Vpo) orthogonal to the y-axis, namely [see equation (56)] 
7~ 
¢p (z; 7p¢) = ~, (62) 
vp 
~ f  
Fig. 6. The illustration of Claim 1. 
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where z is determined by the Vp(z; Vpf) equation, namely 
Vp(z; 7pf)= Vp o. (63) 
Hence, we must solve the three equations (61) to (63) in the unknowns r~, f'pr and ~. Thus, if we 
insert (62) into (58) [see also (56)], we obtain 
O=r  1 /Vpo-Vp \ i (~ 1)  l n [F  V, ] + --c°s ~-cos - lFp~ 
PP \ Pf-- p~,/ 
namely 
r¢=- - ln !_  -1+ l -  aP \ Vp,- V ,U  ~) • (64) 
However, 
1 1 
- cos,  N= sin-' r,--;' 
and therefore the above expression simplifies to 
sin-,k=VP. Fln(Vpo-V'.~+ VPo - FP,] 
PP L \ Vpf- Vp,) Vp® " (66) 
Combining equations (64) and (66), we obtain the simple expression 
1 1 1 v,0- r , ,  { 1 ),~ 
re(VP0, pp, Vp®) = "-7-Vp~ sin-' Vpf pp Vp~ 1 + ~ 1 - ~p~pj , (67) 
where 7p~(VP0, pp, Vp~) therein is given by the solution of the transcendental equation (66). If pp--0, 
then the term in (67), 
1 Vp0- VPf~0 '
pp Vp~ 
so that we then obtain Isaacs' classical capture condition for the constant speed "homicidal 
chauffeur" differential game [1, p. 237]. The capture zone (namely, the barrier) is illustrated in 
Fig. 7. Note that the line delimiting the capture zone (in pursuit-evasion) is convex. 
The above analysis applies, provided that the whole (right-hand side) BUP line [which is given 
by equation (29)] is usable. Indeed, the usable part of the BUP is specified by the second-order 
condition (37) where the vector nw x ! has previously been calculated and is given by (38). In the 
pursuit-evasion game the extremal P-control u -- 1, and therefore 
_ r+( l _  1__~'~ a
fl'uP--(V~_l),aEr_(l_ 1_~_)'a l v~d J 
- op(Vp~ - vp~). 
Fpf is calculated from (62) and (63); thus, (63) yields 
1 Vp 0 -  Vp~ 
z = - -  In (65) 
pp ~Tpf__ Vp ' 
and if wc insert (65) into (62) [scc also (56)], wc obtain the following transcendental equation 
for Vpr 
, 1 +Vpc~ln(V_po-Vp'~ - - I  --1 - -=COS- 2 v,, p, kVp,-V,j+p  
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Fig. 7. The capture zone in the pursuit-evasion (variable-speed) "homicidal chauffeur" differential game. 
Hence, our second-order condition is 
v U , 
(v2,-l:[r-(1- ±'~'/~-] -v U J' o,(v,,-vO})>~o, 
namely the Vpf range that determines the usable BUP is given by 
±h":  rJV2f+ r,. (V..- VO>~O (68) 
E(1-  V2f,] - (V2f - l )  '/: 
and Vp0 >/Vpf/> max(l, Vp=). 
Note that if Vp~ > 1, then (68) tells us that a sufficient condition for the whole BUP to be usable 
is 
(1 _! ' :_  vLJ ' > o, 
namely, r is relatively small and satisfies 
r 2 + ----~ <12 1; 
obviously, in the constant-speed case Vp~ = VP0, and the above condition becomes Isaacs' classical 
condition 
1 
r2 + V2----o < 1. (69) 
Indeed, in the classical constant-speed "homicidal chauffeur" game where pp -- 0 (and Vpf = Vp0), 
equation (68) directly yields Isaacs' condition (69) for the BUP point to be usable, namely for the 
right-hand side barrier line to be attached to the target circle at the BUP point 
r 1 -7~-  , . VpoJ 
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Equation (68) also tells us that if 0 < r is relatively small so that 
1-  V~,o j - r  >O, 
namely if the condition (69) holds, then at least a part of the BUP is usable; the part of the 
BUP in question is parametrized by Vp0~> Vp~> Fpf, where 7pf(r, pp, Vp~) is the solution 
(VPo > 7pf>~ max(l, Vp~)) of the transcendental equation 
[ (  1\1/2q rpp 
1--~pf) r Jn f - t  (e2f - 1),/2([Tpf- Vp~)=0. (70) 
Thus, if Vpf > max(l, Vp.), then the parameter value [Tpf [given by (70)] determines the boundary 
point of the usable part of the BUP, which is 
, • 
In this case the barrier surface will be attached to the target set at the usable part of the BUP 
and also on its "continuation" along a segment on the target set that is not part of the BUP; the 
complete usable part of the target will be contained between the right-hand side and the left-hand 
side barrier surfaces. Furthermore, for r sufficiently large, the case will arise where (68) will not 
be satisfied for any V~o >t Vpr >1 max(l, Vp~). This is so if 
( -±V2 
1 V~fJ 
r > for all 
1 pp(Vp,- Vp )' 
2 2 V,r ( Vpc- 1)1/2 
Vp 0 I> Vp r >I max(l, Vp~), 
namely 
(1 - ) 
r > max 1 -- pp[(Vpr- 1)m)] V,O~ Vpf~ max(l. Vp~) Vp~)(V2f (V2pf  - ' 
provided that the following condition holds: 
V f- 
T/2 ti:2 t~t/2 < 1. 
rpf~, rp f - -  • ] 
However, for u(Vpr ) [BuP = + l, the latter is automatically satisfied (in view of our analysis at the 
beginning of the section). In this case the barrier surface will not be attached at all to the cylindrical 
target [in (x, y, Vp) space] along the BUP; the barrier surface will be attached to the target cylinder 
along a line that is below the BUP (such that the complete usable part of the target will be continued 
between the right-hand side and left-hand side barrier surfaces). In addition, the barrier surface 
will not be tangent to the target cylinder, namely ~0f(Vpr ) # af. In [7] it is indicated how the analysis 
should proceed in this case. 
Indeed, in the case where the problem parameter 
1 ~1/2 "~ 
I Vpf max _ v, r- rp ) / 
r > VPo;' vp;,m~(t, v~®) 1 2 2 i/2 
1) J 
the barrier surface is attached to the target cylinder along a line, £a, which differs from the BUP 
(and is below the BUP)--see Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. The definition of the line of attachment £P of the barrier surface. 
.~ = (sin(~(Vp)),cos(~(Vpr)), Vp), 
n-r = (sin ~, cos ~f, 0), 
l=(c i fcos~f , -~fs in~xf ,  1) where ~f___~ d~Vpf)  
dVpf ' 
n T × ! = (cos czf, - sin ~f, - ~f). 
-- Vpfr COS ~f -~- sin ~p 
f = ~--  Vpf + Vpfr sin ~f + cos ~p 
[ -  pp(vp  -
Also, the normal  to the barrier surface 
n = (sin ~p, cos ~p, ~.vp); 
obviously, along .W 
n = (sin ~0, cos ~p, 0) 
(for otherwise the barrier surface would not be a semi-permeable surface). 
Along .Z the following equations apply: 
and 
These two equations yield 
(n , f )  = 0 
<nf, f ) = 0. 
1 
Vp---~ + r sin(0tf- ¢p) - cos ~p = 0, 
COS({~f -- ~0) = gpf COS {~f. 
These two equations, in the unknowns ~f and ~p, must be solved subject to our second-order 
condit ion 
((nT X I ) , f )  i> 0, 
which yeilds 
-- Vpf(r - sin ~f) + 0Cfpp(Vpf- Vpoo) ~0.  
One possible solution of  the above system of equations is 
~pf~ffficos-I I 
Vp/ 
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This solution corresponds to the classical case where the barrier surface is attached to the target 
cylinder along the BUP. An additional solution of the above set of two equations in two unknowns 
is (see [7]): 
V2f+ l-- V2fr 2 
cos ~0 = 2 Vv~ ' 
sin af = V~,f + V~,fr 2 -  1 . 
2 V~,f r
note that now af> cos -t 1/Vvf. 
Finally, we must verify that our second-order condition is satisfied; it is 
V2r(r 2 - 1) + 1 ~< 2pv VPfv~-VP~ 1 
cos ~f' 
where cos ~tf must be calculated from sin ~r above. 
The further in-depth investigation of the part of the parameter space (r, Vvo, Pv, Vp~) where this 
state of affairs prevails is beyond the scope of the present work. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the present paper we have treated the qualitative (preliminary) problems of establishing 
the safe zone and the capture region in ship collision-avoidance and pursuit-evasion, respectively. 
Due attention has been given to modelling aspects. Our choice here of the classical "game of 
two cars" and "homicidal chauffeur" kinematic models is justified by the fact that in naval 
maneuvers, the minimum turning radii of ships are nearly constant and are unaffected by 
speed (except at very low speeds). Thus, in our investigation we have focused on incorporating 
into our model the characteristic dynamical effect of speed loss experienced by a ship during a 
turn. 
The new variable-speed modelling assumption has introduced additional parameters into the 
classical "game of two cars" and "homicidal chauffeur" differential games, thereby greatly 
enriching the attendant theory. In the present work, only the (qualitative) "homicidal chauffeur" 
collision-avoidance problem with variable speed has been analyzed fully. Its (variable-speed) 
pursuit-evasion counterpart is more complicated, and our investigation has therefore been confined 
to the case where the radius r of the capture circle of P is relatively small; in future work our 
investigation will be extended into new domains of parameter space. 
Indeed, our results o far generalize the classical known results for the constant-speed "homicidal 
chauffeur" pursuit-evasion differential game; furthermore, they can be conceived to provide 
correction formulae for the classical results in the case where the speed-loss parameter 0 < pv is 
small. It is interesting to note that the complexity of the variable speed "homicidal chauffeur" 
pursuit-evasion differential game (of kind) is intermediate between the complexity of the constant 
speed "homicidal chauffeur" pursuit-evasion differential game and the complexity of its associated 
constant-speed "game of two cars" counterpart. 
Further extensions are concerned with the treatment of quantitative problems, once the 
qualitative issues of capturability or the collision zone have been established. For example, in 
ship collision-avoidance the skipper of own ship (P) is interested in minimizing the bearing from 
P to E at impact, so as to minimize damage---once he has established that E is in the collision 
zone and that impact is therefore imminent. The ensuing optimal control problem is then 
diametrically opposite to the optimal control problem discussed in [8], where in a collision- 
avoidance situation P was neutral and the burdened "ship" E wished to maximize the bearing (from 
P to E) at impact. A further possible extension is concerned with a refinement of the model for 
the shape of the ship, namely the replacement of the circular target set by an elliptical target, as 
was done in [9]. Finally, the related optimal control problem of minimum-time r ndezvous of ships 
in a seaway is also of interest. 
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